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Reproduction, translation, or distribution in any form or by any means, or storage in a data base or retrieval system, of any part of this work beyond that permitted by Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act without the permission of the copyright holder is unlawful. Requests for permission or further information should be directed to:
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This publication is sold with the understanding that neither the publisher or author are engaged in rendering legal, accounting, investment or other professional services. Trading and investing involves substantial risk. Financial loss, even above the amount invested, is possible and common. Seek the services of a competent professional person before investing or trading with money.

TRADING IS VERY RISKY. THE TYPICAL RESULTS ARE THAT MOST TRADERS LOSE MONEY.

By accepting this trading course you agree that use of the information of this course is entirely at your own risk. Neither the author nor the publisher is a registered investment advisor or a broker dealer. You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of risk involved in trading options, futures and securities. Past results of any individual trader are not indicative of future returns by that trader, and are not indicative of future returns which may be realized by you. Neither the author nor publisher assume responsibility or liability for your trading and investment results. This course is provided for informational and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. The author and/or publisher may hold positions in the stocks, futures or industries discussed here. You should not rely solely on this Information in making any investment. The information in this course should only be used as a starting point for doing additional independent research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding investments and trading strategies.

It should not be assumed that the information in this document will result in you being a profitable trader or that it will not result in losses. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. You should never trade with money you cannot afford to lose.

The information in this product is for educational purposes only and in no way a solicitation of any order to buy or sell. The author and publisher assume no responsibility for your trading results. There is an extremely high risk in trading.

This course is sold "AS IS," without any implied or express warranty as to its performance or to the results that may be obtained by using the information.

Factual statements in this course are made as of the date the course was created and are subject to change without notice.

HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER- OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
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There are 3 videos that expand on these rules. You can view them at: http://www.topdogtrading.com/?page_id=68

1. PRIORITY ONE: Take Quick Profits to avoid full losers. On first 2 exits, get out inside of the S/R because you must lock in that profit. Keep losses small. Take at top/bottom of first cycle even if no money in it. Never hold on to all contracts/shares for big move because it “looks so good” or to make up for losses.

2. Only take best setups. Just need one net winner per day. Be more patient than amateurs. I often take time to enter first trade, but then I get into trading frenzy mode. DON’T! Only take the 3 best trades per day (1 sheet). Don’t care if miss other moves.

3. Avoid Chop: Take trades late in consolidation or early in new volatility cycles.

4. Take off some contracts/shares at trailing stop, leave some at full stop loss.

5. If miss entry, price goes to first target, and then comes back to your entry, you cannot take it … because you missed the money management of taking off the first target. Now you’re more likely to get a full loser.

6. Catch reentries. If first trigger is stopped out, watch for a second trigger to follow and definitely take it if valid.

7. On last exit, use a trailing stop to catch the big winner when it happens because that will be your money for the week. Don’t micromanage.

8. No missed trades! Don’t leave during my hours of trading and be attentive so don’t miss trigger by being too slow. Don’t look at any other computers, email, take phone calls, or allow self to be distracted in any other way.

9. Have a maximum stop loss for day. Keep to a very small percentage of your account. Just stop! Close execution platform. Focus on weekly profits, not daily.
10. Keep things simple—otherwise gets complicated and make mistakes looking at too many things and variables. Only look at 2 time frames.

11. Be in state, like athlete. Don’t trade tired and don’t let mind wander.

12. Behave consistently. No emotion or fear. Most trades are small winners/losers. Don’t care what happens today. When out, constantly analyze and look for next setup, then ready to pounce. Just implement rules and let what happens happen. Can I trust myself?

13. Keep impeccable records—both the individual trades and end of day summary. Add to this list based on what I learn. Goal is to trade these rules and have ZERO mistakes. That’s it!

14. Trade the same size (dollar amount) on each trade—otherwise your winners will inevitably be the ones you traded with smaller size!

15. Only do reversals when you have the most high probability situations, and even then take off ½ of your position quickly.

16. No matter how good ANY setup looks, don’t trade without the confirmation on the higher time frame, especially momentum.

17. Stop trading against the trend all the time! You get more Second Chances against trend so it is tempting.

18. Watch minute chart and don’t trade against a parabolic move. Reversals against it don’t work—trade with it.

19. Don’t trade right at open or close because a surge of volatility can easily violate your technical setup.

20. Before each entry ask: “If this fails, what will I write in the ‘Mistakes’ section?” then ask it if is really likely to be one of the best 3 trades of the day.